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“There are two things wrong 
with almost all legal writing.  

One is its style.  The other is its 
content.  That, I think, about 

covers the ground.”

Fred Rodell, Goodbye to the Law Reviews, 23 Va. 
L. Rev. 38 (1936).



Most legal writing 
is so bad because 
lawyers read so 
much bad legal 

writing



Petition for Certiorari

United States Supreme 
Court

Sigram Schindler 
Beteiligungsgesellschaft 
MBH v. Lee



Question Presented
“Does the U.S. Constitution, in 

legal decisions based on 35 USC §§
101/102/103/112

•Require instantly avoiding the inevitable 
legal errors in construing incomplete and 
vague classical claim constructions – –
especially for ‘emerging technology 
claim(ed invention)s, ET CIs’ – – by



Construing for them the complete/

concise refined claim constructions of the 
Supreme Court’s 
KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/

Biosig/Alice line of unanimous precedents 
framework, or does the U.S. Constitution 
for such decisions entitle any public 
institution to refrain, for ET CIs, for a time 
it feels feasible, from proceeding as these



Supreme Court precedents require –
– or meeting its requirements just 
by some lip-service – – and in the 
meantime to construe incomplete 
classical claim constructions, 
notwithstanding their implied legal 
errors?” 



Say What?



Make time to 
Read Good 

Writing



Lincoln “chose 
words with a 

lawyer’s precision 
and a poet’s sense 

of rhythm.”



Don’t be Edward Everett
•His 13,000-word/two-hour speech 

preceded Lincoln’s Gettysburg address

•Lincoln spoke in 272 words in two minutes

•Lincoln carefully prepared his speeches



E.B. White



“I am writing this in 
a beach cottage on a 

Florida Key.”

On a Florida Key February (1941)



I am writing this 
essay while sitting 
in a beach cottage 
which is located on 
a Florida Key.



I am writing this in 
a cottage located on 
a beach that is 
situated on a 
Florida Key.



I am writing this in a 
beach cottage on a 
Florida Key.

Rule 17 Strunk & White The 
Elements of Style



Omit needless words!

Omit needless words!

Omit needless 
words!



Who are you 
writing for?



•Litigants

•Counsel

•Appellate Court/Body

•Posterity

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE



Judges

Shorter is

ALWAYS
Better

No judge has ever said . . .



“The way judges rebel 
at aimless verbose 

writing is they simply 
stop reading.”

Bryan Garner
Wall Street Journal, 3/13/2015



ROADMAP PARAGRAPH

Summary - - - - Gives Context

Written and Oral

Practice Tip:  WRITE LAST



A woman of childbearing age
was hired as a teacher at a small 
Christian school. Then she got 
pregnant, married, and fired.  In 
that order. Then she filed a lawsuit.  
She lost on summary judgment.  
This is her appeal.

Hamilton v. Southland Christian 
Sch., Inc., 680 F.3d 1316, 1317 
(11th Cir. 2012)



5 RULES FOR
FINDINGS OR 
STATEMENTS

OF FACT



1. Be Aware of Legal Requirements

§ 61.08(1) Alimony

“In all dissolution actions, the court shall include 
findings of fact relative to the factors enumerated 
in subsection (2) supporting an award or denial of 
alimony.”

Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.610(c)

“Every injunction shall specify the reasons for 
entry . . . 

Attorney’s Fees?



2. Only facts relevant to the issue 
that is the subject of the opinion or 
order.

- - - - OMIT UNNECESSARY FACTS

- - - - FACTS OF CRIME?



3. Accuracy

Every fact should be tied to a 

portion of the testimony or 

document in evidence.



4.  Do Not Recount What Each 

Witness Said, Witness by Witness.



5.  Tell a Story



DATES??



Link Cases With Unifying Theme

“Considerations of public policy are appropriate in

determining whether a negligence cause of action will

lie. For example, in Raisen v. Raisen, 379 So. 2d

352, 354-55 (Fla. 1979), the Supreme Court relied

upon public policy reasons to hold that the doctrine

of interspousal tort immunity was still viable in

Florida. Similarly, the Court evaluated policy

considerations in Ard v. Ard, 414 So. 2d 1066, 1067

(Fla. 1982), to hold that in a negligence . . .”

Knight v. Merhige, 133 So. 3d 1140, 1150 (Fla. 4th DCA 
2014) 



Unifying Theme

NOT
Case A ruled ___ ___ ___
Case B held ___ ___ ___
Case C involved ___ ___ __



•Short and To The Point

•Ultimate Outcome

CONCLUSION



ANSWER:  The switch to reading on screens.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE 
BIGGEST CHANGE IN 

THE LEGAL PRACTICE?



It affects:

• How we read.

• How we comprehend.

• How we should write.

• Suggestions for writing in the future.

How Has the Switch to Screens 
Changed Things?



“Any technology tends to 
create a new human 

environment.”

Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy

Part I:  The Way We Read



The Space 
Between The 

Words





Whentherearenospacesbetweenwordsth

eybecomedifficulttoreadsilentlyyouha

vetosoundthemoutinordertounderstand

them



• Before the word space: most text read 
aloud in groups

• Spaces enabled solitary reading, 
studying

• Screen reading is fairly new

THE WORD SPACE



•Most Lawyers now Read More on 

Screens than on Paper.

•Most Offices are Paperless

•What about Courts?

TODAY



• E-filing +

• E-record keeping =

• E-reading

PATTERN



A paperless reading 
environment is different

READING ELECTRONIC 
PAGES







Deep reading (study)

vs. 

Rapid-information gathering

(screen reading)



• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

• xxxxxxxxx

• x

• x

• x

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

• x

• x

• x

• x

F – PATTERN READING



• The F-pattern suggests that screen 
readers are more likely to:

1. Look for headings and summaries of 
content

2. Read the first paragraph of a text more 
thoroughly than the rest of the text

3. Read the first sentence of a paragraph, 
but skim the rest of the paragraph

4. Look for structural cues down the left 
side of the page

F - PATTERN





•Headings

•Paragraph topic sentences

•Bookmarks/links

MAKE STRUCTUE EASY TO 
FOLLOW





• Moderate white space makes a document easier to read

• Create white space with 

• Shorter sentences

• Shorter paragraphs

• Frequent headings 

• Lists, bullets

• Omit unnecessary words

WHITE SPACES FOR VISIBLE PAUSES





Readers Process Information in Chunks

7135232358

vs.

713 – 523 - 2358

CHUNKING



EXAMPLE:  NO CHUNKING

The elements of negligence are the 

existence of a legal duty, a breach 

of that duty, and damages that 

proximately resulted from that 

breach.



EXAMPLE – CHUNKING

The elements of negligence are:

(1) the existence of a legal duty, 

(2) a breach of that duty, and

(3) damages,

(4) that proximately resulted from the 

breach.



The Joint 
Enterprise

Kazakhtenge

AD Neftenge
Tenge 

Development

AD Tenge
Petfintraco 

S.A.

Kazakh 
Exploration 

Ltd.
Sugarland

The Israeli 
Company

The 
Taiwanese 
Company

Gas Production 
Association

USE VISUALS



N

C-1

marina

C-2

??

It is a single piece of property, divided into 

three parcels:  R-1, C-1, and C-2.  The parcels 

are aligned like this: 

R-1
residential



STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the case

Trial court

Trial court's rulings

Action for tortious interference and breach of

contract arising from theft of business

opportunity. CR 94-111.

343th District Court, Harris County, Texas, Hon.

Conrad Wilson presiding.

Final Judgment based in part on jury verdict, but:

(1) $66.5 actual damages award against NorEnergy 

remitted to of $31.16 million; 

(2) Patricia Smith jointly and severally liable for 

NorEnergy's actual damages based on jury 

finding of alter ego, but not jointly and severally 

liable for exemplary damages; 

(3) two companies found by jury to be alter egos by 

jury were granted JNOV by court. See CR 336-60 

(jury charge).



•Names (witnesses, law enforcement officers, 
victims) 

•Account Numbers

•Financial Information

•Explicit Detail of Unpleasant Facts

•Medical Conditions

•Other Unnecessary Information

CONSIDERATIONS



Summary



1.  Make time to read good 
writing



2. Consider your audience



3. Consider your medium

Paper

Screen

Oral



4. Omit needless words!



5. Roadmap, roadmap,

roadmap



6. Link cases with unifying 
theme that supports your 
argument



7. Omit Unnecessary Facts



8. Seek out suitable mentors, 
both contemporaries and 
senior
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